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This article describes how to use Study.Net to make copyrighted materials available to your students.
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Overview

Study.Net is a separate service that manages the delivery of copyrighted materials. Materials provided by

Study.Net should not appear in any files section but can be accessed using the "Study.Net Materials" tab in the left

navigation bar.

Read More →

Linking to Study.Net materials

The Current Study.net LTI tool does not offer deep linking in Canvas, and links generated from Study.net can not

be posted in Canvas. Instead please advise students to access readings posted in Study.net to the “Study.net

Materials” tab in Canvas.

Downloading/Printing Study.Net materials

Students can download readings individually by clicking the reading title or download an e-book of the compiled

study.net readings by clicking on the “Download eReader File” button.

Read More →

Library E-Reserve in Conjunction with Study.Net

A licensed web-based copy of certain articles, book chapters, and cases may already exist in one of the Lippincott

Library's databases. Lippincott’s E-reserve Team can help distribute the articles via the “Course Materials @ Penn

Libraries” tab in Canvas. For more information please reach out to Lippincott Reserves.

Uploading other articles into Files

Redistributing copyrighted materials such as business cases, book chapters, print and web articles, through Canvas,

is expressly forbidden. All copyrighted materials must be distributed by either Study.net or the Lippincott E-

reserves. Please reserve the Canvas “Files” section for notes, slides, and spreadsheets.
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For general advice, consult Penn's Policy on Unauthorized Copying of Copyrighted Media. Additionally, the School

of Arts and Sciences hosts a site about copyright and digital media in education.

Questions?

Email: courseware@wharton.upenn.edu 
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